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New projects on horizon for Poly pier
Joshua Ayers
Ml S I \M I D-MIS
(A)inparcd to otliors in tlic c'ount\', the C"al Poly Pier is a 
monster.
A good monster though. One that has facilitated the marine 
experience for Cal Poly students and recently other regional 
schools as well as marine-relatetl industry.
“The pier is administered through the Cxillege of Science 
and Math hut its re.illy a campus-wide resouice and even big­
ger," said pier facility manager Tom Moylan.
I'his pier dwarfs all others on the CT'iitral C’oast. Its one- 
kilometer length — about 3.2HO feet — boasts secure and pri­
vate access, high-bandwidth Internet capabilities and electricity, 
which has played in an important part in the university s joint- 
use arrangements.
“The industry connections are usually in the marine related 
areas or marine engineering and they’re looking for places to 
beta test instrumentation,” Moylan said.
Institutions such as the Monterey Pay Kesearch Center cur­
rently utilize the pier for marine projects. In addition, the pier 
IS used for research for the Navy, the National CVeananic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and NASA.
Moylan said that the university allows private companies to 
use the pier facility (C\'iiter for C'oastal Marine Sciences), which 
helps expose students to the industry side of the marine field.
“They can come here and put an instrument in the water; 
plug it in. hard wire it back the pier and then monitor it from 
whereser they’re at," Moylan said.
WET Labs, a company based in Philomath, Ore. speciafeof' 
in ocean equipment designed to monitor sea life such as 
ton. WE E Labs was able to test equipment on the C'al Poly j 
while monitoring results in Oregon.
Joint-use projects like this encourage partnerships with 4} 
university and allow eijuipment sharing in addition potent 
donations and possible student internships wnth the compani 
Moylan said.
“With those partnerships, we involve students so the students 
get to see another angle of marine science,” Moylan said. “On 
the industry side, they get to see what it’s like for other career
options, not just academia.”
7 he pier sees about 1,5(K) students a year and is open to the 
public two times a year according to Moylan.
Throughout the regular school year, the heaviest use of the 
pier is during the middle of quarters, Moylan said.The summers 
have also been picking up since CTiesta College has secured 
joint use of the pier for its biology classes.
“It’s really year-nnind with some lulls during the breaks,” 
Moylan said. “That gives me a chance to catch up on some 
maintenance things.”
Students are also big beneficiaries from the pier.
It is home to a live laboratory that is used for a variety of
projects ranging from biological sciences to manufacturing en­
gineering students.
The lab features access to raw and filtered seawater that 
conies from directly underneath the pier. Two large industrial 
pumps drive seawater upward from the north side of the pier 
and some of the water is filtered through four large cylinders 
filled with sand.
One project last Frictiy employed the filtered water resource 
to monitor the effects of a particular type of parasite on sand 
crabs.
Across the lab, four trays of a composite material were sub-
see Pier, page 2
Despite intense fire season, Cal Poly well-protected
Brechan Yohe-Mellor
MUM A M . IVMIV
While most wea* riveted to their television sets watching the 
Southern ('alifornia fires rage two weeks ago. fia'fighters were 
called to San Luis C'lbispo to fend off yet another potentially 
devastating fia*.
C'aiised by electricity faun arching power lines connecting 
with the dr\ gr.iss in the hills behind El (T*rrito C'ourt above 
Flora Sta'et, the fia* started about S:30 a.m. Nov. 14. and was out 
by 5:30 p.m. the s;ime day.
Dubbed the El C'errito fia*, it burned W) aca*s, harming no 
structua*s or people. Residents in homc*s at the edge of suburban 
development were oaIea*d to evacuate as the fia* came within 
a few hunda*d feet of their homt*s, but the order was called off 
by I p.m.
Chris 1 )icus, asstH'iate pmfc*ssor of fia* and ftiels management 
at C'al Poly, said that arching power lines have also caused fia*s 
on campus.
“CX'casionally (with) the electricity that is Howing thanigh 
these high \*oltage power lines, thea* will be for whatever a*xson, 
some t\*pe of connection c*stabljshed betsveen the ga>und and
the power line,” I )icus said.“So the power lines will actually take 
their electricity and arch down to the ganind and ignite the fuels 
that are there.”
I )icus added that this fire was paiblematic because of the 
combination of dmught-like conditions and the wind that kept 
shifting in different directions.
“We’ve seen this ta*nd acaiss the Western United States whea* 
there is a drying trend as well as a temperature inca*ase trend,” 
Dicus said. “This is causing longer fia* seasons; fia*s aa* able to 
start ba*aking out earlier in the year and they last longer into the 
typical fia* season.”
Although some of San I .uis Obispo’s fia* supprt*ssion equip­
ment was down in Montecito, Jane Schmitz, fia* captain for C'al 
Fia*, s;iid this was not a cause for concern. It is a common tx'- 
cura*nce to have fia* ca*ws scattea*d thanighout the state when 
fires hit.
“We actually grabbt*d a strike team of engines from Northern 
California that was headed to the Montecito fia* (and) then we 
had (fia*fighters ftx>m) Caiver beach, Ara>yo Grande, C'a>*ucos, 
Santa Margarita and San Luis cit\’ all help to put out the fia*.”
In the end. over 2(M) fia*fighters and one air tanker came to 
the city and C'al Fia* s aid.
Power lines often present another fire hazard at C^ il Poly 
when combined with the buzzards that often sit on them.
“(We) had two fires start up Poly C'anyon in the last three 
years by buzzards actually sunning themselves on power lines,” 
1 licus said. “Stretching themselves and making the connection 
and you have this flaming buzzard that hits the ganind.”
Although Cal Poly has seen four fires on campus in the last 
three years, it is well pmtected ftt>m a suppa*ssion standpoint, 
Schmitz said.
She said that the school has a contract with the city fia*fight- 
ers, who protect the buildings fann being burned. C'al Fia* is 
a*sponsible for putting out brush fia*s, the most common t\*pe 
at C'al Poly, which usually has fires up Horse C^ in>*on and Poly 
Canyon.
Dicus said that although Itxal resources have always done a 
“phenomenal job” putting fia*s out on campus, he was quick to 
add that everyone needs to do their part to help the firefighters 
before a fire breaks out.
“I would say that we xs a university and stxiety in general 
can’t rely on the fire service to take care of all our problems,” he
see Fire, page 2
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Pier
continued from page I
mcrgeti m seawater to observe its etirrosive etleets.
I )ov Kolian.a C'al I’oly graduate, was hired by C^ l^ 
I'oly pliysKs professor 1 bonus Bensky to wt>rk on a 
[irojeet using the (!al l\)ly pier.
"1 graduated in 200() and for iny senit)r project, w.is 
the beginning design of this project,” Kohan said.“l 
gr.uluated, left for a year or so and came back and the 
protessor 1 worked with offered me a job just working 
on the grant money doing tlie researcli.”
The project, which is funded by the Nation,il Sci­
ence foundation, is attempting to create a device to 
shine a blue laser through the w.iter to excite phyto­
plankton, causing them to riuoresce.
A camera records the quantity of the phytoplank­
ton all the w,iy to the ocean floor.
The unique part of this is that the device can make 
me.isurements tor different depths without having to 
go to those depths to take the measurements.
“We work here and on campus — in the boat 
house that's where we did all the preliminary testing 
so we don’t h.ive to be out in the elements," Kohan 
said. "As soon as we figured it all out, we brought it 
out here and we’re testing right now.”
Kohan works on the project 40 hours a week and 
was also involved in the conceptual design of the proj­
ect three years ago when he was completing his senior 
project.
“It's been three years since we initially got the 
grant money for this project and in the last three days
it’s seen its first kind of maiden voyage in the ocean 
actually, picking up data that is useable,” he said.
Kohan said that he is still ironing out some tech­
nical aspects but said that the project is progressing 
well.
“With all research it’s slow and tedious and some­
times annoying because it doesn’t work the way you 
expect it to, but that’s the fun beauty of it too; just 
being able to work through the problem and get the 
instruments to do w hat you want it to,” he said.
While Bensky and Kohan’s research represent 
some of the more complex e.xperinients, the pier’s 
location makes it a prime tool to monitor weather 
and ocean patters such as swells and current directions 
with its permanent equipments.
The Meteorological Station (MET) is positioned 
on top of one of the buildings on the platform and 
takes real-time atmospheric readings for patterns such 
as rainfall, wind, humidiry, visibility' and more.
Another device, the profiler, which is located on 
the southern side of the pier, is also constantly col­
lecting data. The device is automated and lowers itself 
into the ocean every 30 minutes to mcMsure water 
temperature, plankton density and water salinity.“This 
is a state-wide program and Cfil Boly is heading up the 
area for the C A'litral C'oast,” Moylan said.
The results are instantly updated on the pier’s Web 
site (http://ww'w.marine.calpoly.edu) along with im­
ages and information about current projects.
The Bier was constructed in 19S4, after the El 
Nino of 10K3 completely demolished the previous 
pier. Its construction cost more than $27 million and 
nearly 10 million barrels of crude oil were pumped
through It from the mid lOKOs to the lOOIK.
Unocal donated the pier to the university in 
2001 .
“1 don’t think that this day in age you could even 
get the permits to do it,” Moylan said of constructing 
a pier to the si?e and capability of C'al Boly’s. “Then 
to build it, you’re probably Lilking about $30 to 100 
million.”
JOSH AYERS MUSTANG DAILY
Pier facility manager Tom Moylan oversees the pier 
and all of its projects and equipment.
Fire
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said. “If the firefighters are 
the soldiers, you’ve got to do 
your part to fight the enemy 
by fortifying our structures 
by construction materials 
and assembly (and) by cut­
ting off the enemy supply 
line by modifying the fuels 
in the area.”
Ckil Eire encourages pre­
ventative practices such as 
creating 100 feet of defen­
sible space around homes, 
planting fire-resistant veg­
etation, using ignition- 
resistant construction and 
making sure to h.ive spark 
arresters on devices such as 
hivviimowers and motor­
bikes.
“It’s not so much keep­
ing fire from happening be­
cause fire is a natural process 
and consistent here in SLO 
county,” Dicus said. “But 
trying to protect the human 
infrastructure (and helping) 
the firefighters by preparing 
the battlefield.”
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WORD ON THE STREET
“Are you driving more again with 
gas prices back down?”
“I drive to the store more often 
because when the gas prices 
were high, I’d hitch rides with 
other people."
-Sean Hauser, 
biomedical engineering junior
“Not really, I just do the same 
routine. Go home and come 
back. It’s a good thing that it’s 
cheaper now though because I 
live six and a half hours away in
Chico.”
-Rocío Cruz, 
industrial engineering sophomore
“I have to do the same amount 
of driving so I’m not really 
driving more and I'm not really 
driving less. I should be riding 
my bike though."
-Laura Akin 
social sciences senior
"Yeah, definitely. I have an SUV 
so I'm a lot happier now. I’ve 
been driving back home to see 
my parents quite a bit now. 
They’re happier now too.”
-John Gardiner, 
fruit sciences senior
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Astronauts step out for 
final spacewalk of mission
Marcia D unn
A S S O C IA IE l»  I 'k t S S
CAI^E CANAVERAL, Fla. — Astronauts success­
fully carried out one last spacewalk Monday, finishing 
an unprecedented clean and lube job that they began a 
week ago at the international space station.
Spacewalker Stephen liowen wrapped up work on 
a jainined solar-wing rotary joint as his partner, Shane 
Kimbrough, squirted some extra grease as a precaution 
on another joint that is working fine.
When the repairs to the gummed-up joint were 
deemed officially complete. Mission Ciontrol radioed 
up its applause.
“Finally,” Bowen exclaimed. “Thanks for your 
work,” replied Mission C^ontrol, erupting in laughter.
Just before Monday’s spacewalk began, NASA add­
ed a 16th day to space shuttle Endeavour’s mission. 
Managers wanted to give the astronauts more time to 
fix a machine that’s supposed to turn urine into drink­
ing water; additional repairs were performed Monday 
for the fifth d.iy in a row.
The SL54 million recycling equipment was deliv­
ered by Endeavour, along with other home makeover 
items needed to expand the space station crew to six 
next year.
Monday’s spacewalk was the fourth for Endeavour’s 
astronauts, (ireasy repair work on the clogged joint 
consumed most of their time.
The rotary joint on the right side of the space 
station hasn’t worked properly for more than a year, 
preventing the solar wings on that side from pointing 
automatically toward the sun. Grinding parts left the 
joint full of metal shavings.
Almost all the gritty mess was cleaned up during 
the first three spacewalks and new bearings were put 
in. Bowen finished the job Monday, paving the way for 
a test of the newly repaired joint Tuesd.iy. Regardless 
of the outconie, more spacewalks are planned on later 
missions for a better, longer-term fix.
An identical joint on the left side of the orbiting 
complex has worked perfectly, but NASA wanted the
A SS<KaA TtI> rR K SS
In this image from NASA TV, astronaut Stephen Bowen 
goes out on a spacewalk outside the International Space 
Station on Monday. The spacewalk marks the fourth 
and final spacewalk of space shuttle Endeavour’s nearly 
two-week visit to the orbiting outpost.
spacewalkers to grease it up to ensure its longevity. 
Once they opened up this joint, the astronauts noticed 
wear on some parts.
The dialogue between the spacewalkers and the as­
tronauts inside was technical and full of numbers de­
noting the various panels on the joints. “Too many 
numbers,” one of the spacewalkers grumbled.
As they have before, the spacewalkers had to share 
grease guns 223 miles up. There was one less tool kit 
after a sack full of grease guns and other items floated 
away on the first spacewalk last Tuesday.
Inside the space station, meanwhile, skipper Mike
see Spacewalk, page 4
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China maintains hold on Tibet
Tuesday, November 25, 2008
Briefs
Charles Hiitzler
IM l 1> I’Uhss
XIAlll-., C'liina — C'hineso para­
military police with not shields and 
batons abruptly took up posts Mon­
day on the main street of this l ibetan 
town, disrupting the bustle ot Mud- 
dhist pilgrims 1 1 1 a reminder ot'Cdii- 
na’s determined control ot the region. 
With some I'ibetans pushing harder 
.igainst ('hiñese rule, the communist 
government is determined to pacib 
the area.
The show ot force Mond,iy was 
meant to deter unrest while a local 
court sentenced a ganip of Tibetins 
tor taking part in large anti-govern­
ment protests in March in Xiahe, a 
small town abutting a spniwling com­
plex of golden-roofed temples.
Though the verdicts were not pub­
licly announced, the trial also seemed
timed to answer the complaints of the 
1 t.ilai l ama .iiid other exiled leaders 
meeting in India over the weekend 
that I'ibetans’ patience with (diin.fs 
domination was thinning.
Seven months after Tibetans .icross 
western ('lima exploded in the larg­
est uprising against (diinese rule in 
nearly 50 vears, the .luthontarian gov­
ernment is adjusting t.ictics. Police 
checkpoints and guard posts in place 
for months are suddenly dismantled, 
only to reappear without warning 
cliys Liter.
I lelmeted police w ith truncheons 
and six-foot-long poles stood out­
side the courthouse and government 
buildings on Moiidiy.
At a checkpoint with sandbags 
chest high on a bridge, uniformed of­
ficers studied identilication papers and 
stopped all but a few dozen vehicles 
from entering the one-street towai.
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A monk makes a reverential ges­
ture on a spare altar in his small 
room where a framed portrait 
of the Dalai Lama, stands at the 
Labrang Monastery in Xiahe, 
China. “We are in the grip of the 
Communist Party. Tibet is occu­
pied. The Dalai Lama has fled to 
India. My heart is sad,” he said.
Spacewalk
continued from page 3
Fmcke performed more repair 
work on the new urine processor.
NASA was hoping for a full 
four-hour test run Monday follow­
ing Fineke’s tinkering. On Sunday, 
the urine processor shut down after 
operating less than three hours; be­
fore, it never even made it that far.
When informed more urine 
might be needed. Fincke said,“ Well, 
we’s’e got a very adequate supply of 
yesterd.iy’s cotTee to help.” Mission 
C^ontrol then joked: “We’ll see if 
we need to add some Diet C!oke 
to the plan.” Tor the record, there 
IS no Diet C!oke — or any other 
soda — up there.
The astronauts have managed 
to collect y.imples of the recycled 
water tor return to Earth aboard 
Endeavour, relying mostly on con­
verted condensation. NASA would 
prefer more urine in the mix; that’s 
the w.'y the system was designed.
No one c.m drink the recycled 
water until tests show it’s safe. Ad­
ditional s.imples will be returneii 
on the next space shuttle fliglit in 
lebiuarv, to contirm everything 
is working properlv. NASA’s goal 
is to have six people living on the 
sp.ice st.ition by June.
The extra d.iv in space for En­
deavour now means that the two 
crews — eight men and two wom­
en — w ill celebrate Thanksgiving 
together and not part company un­
til Friday. Endeavour’s touchdown 
IS now scheduled for Sundav.
State
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
prominent Hollywood attorney w.is 
sentenced Monday to three years in 
prison in a wia*t.ipping scheme that 
Urgeteii the tbrnier wile of MCi.M 
mogul Kirk Kerkoriaii.
Pellicano ,ind (diristeiisen were 
accused of avordiiig phone conver- 
vitions of Lis. 1 Bonder Kerkoriaii in 
her child support tlispute with Kirk 
Kerkori,iii.
Bonder Kerkori.in, a former ten­
nis pm. was Hurried to Kerkoriaii, 
now ‘>1, for 2H days in 1 Chris­
tensen paid Pellicano $25,(KK) up 
front and pmmised $1(K),(KKI more if 
he could identify the true father of 
the girl, pmsecutors said. DNA te'sts 
later showed movie paxlucer Steve 
Bing was the biological father.
('hristensen,64, was sentenced for 
conspiracy to commit wia‘tapping 
and aiding and abetting a wia‘Lip. He 
wall anuin free on $1(K),(HK) Isond 
peixling an appe.il.
National
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Prt^ident George W. Bush has 
granted pardons to 14 indisidiials 
and commuted the prison sentence's 
of two others convicte'd t)f misdeeds 
ranging from drug orfense  ^ to tix 
e'vasion, from wikilife violations to 
bank embezzlement,The Associated 
Pa'ss ie'arnc'd MeintLiy.
The new aniiid of White House 
pardons are Bush’s first since March 
and come less than two nuintlis he- 
foa' he will end his pa'siileney The 
crimes committed by those on the 
list also include ofFenst*s involv’ing 
h.izardous waste, food stamps, and 
the theft of government pmperty.
Bush has been stingy during his 
time in oft'ice about handing out 
such a'prieves. Including thc'se ac­
tions, he has granted a totil of 171 
and eight commutations. That’s lc*ss 
than half,IS many as Pa'sidents ('Clin­
ton or Reagan issued during their 
time in oft'ice.
.L «»..
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Sonnenberg memoir 
an addicting read
Chelsea Bieker
Ml SIANO DAILY
In Susanna Sonnenbcrg’s honest and riveting ineinoir,“Her 
Last Death,’’she displays her menacing childhood in crisp, fresh 
prose, painting a sordid picture of what is was like growing up 
with a drug-addicted mother. This was no cliché addiction 
story however, and although the typical 
overdosing, binging and disasters all find 
their home in Sonnenberg’s book, they 
are accompanied by a glamorous, excit­
ing whirlwind of personality. Enter Son­
nenberg’s mother. Daphne.
Growing up in New York City, Daph­
ne wasted no time introducing Sonnen- 
berg to chaos, removing her from her 
cla«isroom as a young child to embark on 
a spontaneous trip to “see your coun­
try,” after receiving a questionably take 
diagnosis of cancer. With little sister, Pe­
nelope, in tow, it was Sonnenberg that 
absorbed most of Daphne’s attention 
as well as cleaning up after most of her 
messes.
Daphne is beautiful we are told and 
having divorced #Sonnenberg’s father 
when she was young, makes it her mis­
sion to seduce anyone who she sees fit.
I tiding no detail of her sexual conquests 
from Sonnenberg as a child, the tables
shift as she gets older, from sharing bedroom 
maneuvers with her, to actually seducing Son­
nenberg’s own young boyfriends. I )aphne has 
no reserve, and her impulse for men bleeds 
over into a growing dependency of pills and 
cocaine. Sonnenberg relays memories of as­
sisting her mother in shooting Demerol into
her leg, and a number 
of instances of finding 
ber in a fit of seizures, 
blood pooling from her 
mouth.
Sonnenberg has an 
innate ability to tell a larger story with 
small, sharp, thumbnail sketches of char­
acters, places and memories. Her way of 
placing the reader in the moment is ad­
dicting, and I found it hard to remove 
myself from the book. She does not 
demand sympathy, although it is hard 
not to feel it as we watch the disaster 
of her mother take hold. She does what 
all writers attempt to do: show and not 
tell.
Daphne secures Sonnenberg as ber 
best friend rather than daughter and eas­
ily gets away with introducing them as 
sisters. She finds it amusing when Son­
nenberg is caught reatling a Penthouse 
magazine as a 10-year-old. So much soeOURTF.SV PHOTO
that she buys her the latest copy and makes her read the letters 
out loud. Teaching her daughter of the power of her sexuality 
at such a young age did not go without scathing Sonnenberg’s 
future, as there is a chapter of the book appropriately titled, 
“Sex With Everybody,” where she documents her own reck­
less sex drive.
Introducing her daughter to the effects of cocaine at age 
12, she carefully explains good dealers from bad, as well as cut 
and un-cut. Sonnenberg knows her life is not normal by any 
standards, although there remain moments with Daphne that 
feel secure enough to look the other way. Her mother keeps 
up the tireless tayade of sexual siren, entertainer and privi­
leged traveler while dwindling behind closed doors. Resting 
on the money of wealthy grandparents, Sonnenberg is con­
stantly in contact with posh restaurants in Manhattan, stores, 
and a slew of casually mentioned men of great prominence
that pass through her mother’s bedroom.
•
see Sonnenberg, page 7
China state media blast Justice done as 
new Guns N ’ Roses album Matisse finds a
C hristopher B odeen
\SS<K  lATFD PKFSS
BEIJINCf — A newspaper published by C'hina’s rul­
ing (Tímiminist Party is blasting the latest (íuns N ’ Roses 
album as an attack on the C'hinese nation.
Delayed since recording began in IW4, “('hiñese De­
mocracy” hit stores in the U.S. on Sunday, although it is 
unlikely to be sold legally in C'hina, where censors main­
tain tight control over films, music and publications.
In an article Monday headlined “American band releas­
es album venomously attacking China,” the Global Times 
said unidentified Chinese Internet users had described the 
album as part of a plot by some m the West to “grasp and 
control the world using democracy as a pawn.”
The album “turns its spear point on China.” the article 
said.
China’s Foreign Ministry did not respond to faxed 
questions about the article, although a spokesman speak­
ing on routine condition of anonymity said: “We don’t 
need to comment on that.”
Spokesmen for the Culture Ministry and State Admin­
istration of Radio. Film and Television, government bod­
ies that regulate album releases and performances, could 
not fie reached for comment.
The Global Times article referred only to the title of 
the album and not to specific song lyrics. The record’s 
title track makes a reference to the Falun Gong medita­
tion movement that was banned by China as an “evil cult” 
and warns “if your Great Wall rocks blame yourself,” in an 
apparent message to the country’s authoritarian govern­
ment.
Songs, from, the album fould be beard on. Lntcrjiet sites
ujy- coS
I
-
 ^ O u
GEFFEN RECORDS ASSOCIATED press
In this image released by GefFen Records, the latest CD  
by Guns N ’ Roses, “Chinese Democracy,” is shown.
such as YouTube and the band’s MySpace page on Mon­
day and it was not immediately possible to tell whether 
China’s Internet monitors were seeking to block access 
to it.
Monitors use content filters that highlight and some­
times block messages containing words such as democracy.
That prompted some Internet users to combine English
•
..................  ...........I . . Roses, page 7 I l f  * ^ I*
new home
John Leicester
ASM K lATH) PRFSS
PARIS — Finallyjustice for Henri Matisse’s “Le Mur Rose.”
The oil painting, which was stolen fnim a rich German Jewish 
family sometime after 1937 and kept by a Nazi officer responsible 
for delivering poison gas to Auschwitz, is to be given Thursday to 
a British charity that supports medical rescue in Israel.
The story of how “Le Mur Rose,” or “The Pink Wall,” made 
its way thn>ugh the war to France is as surprising as the color­
ful painting itself, and steeped with death, mystery and injustice. 
Stolen from Jews, proceeds from the expected sale of the painting 
will go toward the Magen David Adorn network of ambulances, 
paramedics and emergency treatment centers in Israel.
“It’s a remarkable and in some ways slightly creepy story,” said 
Stuart €»lyn, chairman of the British charity Magen David Adorn 
UK. He will take delivery of the artwork at the French Culture 
Ministry in Paris.
The painting belonged to Harry Fuld, a German Jew who 
made his fortune in telephones, founding the H. Fuld & Co.Tele­
fon und Telegraphenwerke AG in Frankfurt, Germany, in 1899, 
the charity says.
“The Fuld family were almost manic collectors, with the 
broadest of tastes,” Glyn said in a phone interview.
After Fuld’s death on a business trip to Switzerland in 1932, his 
art collection passed to his son, Harry Fuld Jr. The son fled Nazi 
Germany in 1937, packing the collection into crates, which he 
gave to a shipping company to transport.The collection never left.
• <>#«• ^ mr m w » ^ .0 f ^ . see Matisse, page 7 .
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Musical at Iowa college 
acts out scary Bible tales
Melanie S. Welle
\S S (K  lAH I) PRtSS
DES MOINES, Iowa — Oon’t expect to hear these 
Bible stories at church.
(\iniiibalism, rape, a bear tliat mauls chiUlreti — this is 
the Bible?
They're among six stories from the (')ld Testament act­
ed out in “Terror Texts,” a musical at Northwestern Col­
lege 1 1 1 Orange Caty.
Adding to the shocking nature 
ot the stories are the theatrics, with 
actors decked out in Cioth attire, a 
rock band and a mosh pit.
Eheater professor Jeff Barker 
said the obscurity of the stories 
belies their value.
“We believe we have discov­
ered something that has been ly­
ing dormant for many, many cen­
turies,” said Barker, who created 
and directs “Terror lexts.”
T he musical was first pertbrmed 
at the 1,2(H) student CTiristian col­
lege in northwest Imva in Febru­
ary and came back for an encore 
this fall, with a List performance 
slated for this weekend.
Barker uses the Kmgjames ver­
sion of the Bible, and actors speak 
each \erse word-by-wx^nl. It is not 
. 1 1 1 interpret.ition or adaptation, 
like “(lodspell” or “|esus (.Tirist 
Superstar.”
“ riiere's tremendous power 
waiting when you simply speak 
and act these stories aloud with 
taithtulness to the text, not trying 
tt> adapt them or add a lot of bits, 
but just simply play what’s written 
there,” Barker saiil.
Barker views the Bible as a 
“repository of ancient plays,” and
w hen performed they can be seen in a w hole new light 
— even the dark stories,
“I was looking for termr text, stories I can say are the­
matically tied together because they are frightening and
4
TOM HECKLR a s s o c .i a i m » p r i-.s .s 
This photo, supplied hy Northwestern 
(College, shows Ben Bees from Yucca 
Valley, C'alif., who has a part in “Ter­
ror Texts,” a musical at Northwestern 
College in Orange City, Iowa. The play 
is made up of six stories from the Old 
Testament, including some concerning 
cannibalism, rape and a bear that mauls 
children.
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mysterious and terrifying,” Barker said. “That’s part of 
what we’re saying with this whole project that life and 
Ciod himself are mysteries.”
William Dyrness.a professor of theology and culture at 
Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, C-alif, special­
izes in visual arts in relation to religious tradition.
Ele said biblical scholars have proposed that much of 
the Old Testament is poetry and was designed to be sting, 
especially in the temple as part of worship.
“It’s not tar from that to think 
of It as a play,” he said. “Theolo­
gians have argued the best way to 
understand the Bible is in terms of 
it being a great dramatic perfor­
mance.”
He called “Terror Text” a cre­
ative variation of that idea.
“This is obviously a very Prot­
estant approach where you’re at­
tempting to understand this story 
so that you can see the w.iy the 
Bible applies to your life,” he said. 
“You carry it on in your life. You 
become part of the story.”
Student Hannah McBride has 
several roles m the performance, 
including as a virgin who gets 
kidnapped at the end of .i story 
t)f rape, murder and war. McBride 
said it h.is shown her something 
about herself.
“This particular project has 
affected the w.iv I view negative 
emotions — grief, anger, bitter­
ness and spite and hate. We are 
meant to be emotional people. 
The Bible in a lot of ways shows 
us that that’s OK,” she said. “We 
need to embrace that we’re going 
to be very, very sad and we won’t 
know what to do with that.”
In her role as a virgin, McBride 
wears a w edding dress that has been 
destroyed. She describes her look as a “corpse bride.”
“It has that image of what ctnild base been great, I 
ruined,” she said.
In a world in w hich religion often is practiced privately 
or individually. Barker said he hopes 
people will understand the Bible bet­
ter through his performance.
“These mysterious, dark stories 
of the Old Testament, they bring us 
faee-to-face w ith the suffering of the 
world.” Barker said."It says we are ca­
pable of great evil and we must not 
forget these stories and we have some 
serious things to be accountable for 
in our own lives as a group and in- 
dividuallv."
—
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said Cilyn. He said he’s in discussions with museums in 
(îermany and Israel.
continued from page 5 charity is also trying to recover other parts of
the Fuld collection, which included 12th-century Bud-
Instead, the Nazis confiscated it. Kurt Gerstein, an ofti- statues, 16th-century Italian masters, furniture and
cer in the Nazis’ murderous Waffen SS, got the Matisse, <^ >lyn said.
either as a bribe or because he bought it, Cîlyn said. There are pieces in the Hermitage (museum in
An expert in decontamination techniques, (ierstein . l^ussia), there are pieces m museums in Germany, there 
was assigned to the Hygiene Institute of the SS, accord- ‘ pieces believe it or not in Israel, he said. Our rep­
ing to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, resentatives are in discussions and negotiations with a 
On its Web site, it says he was responsible for delivering whole raft of people, including national museums and 
Zyklon B — poison used m the gas chambers — to governments, to see whether some of this stuff can
Auschwitz and other camps.
(ierstein surrendered to French authorities m April 
1945, as the Nazi regime was crumbling, and was held 
at Paris’ Cherche-Midi prison, the museum says. It says 
he wrote a report there recounting his service 
with the SS and hanged himself in July 1945.
French gendarmes recovered the painting 
three years later from a cache near Gerstein’s 
home in Tuebingen, Ciermany, said Hidier Schul- 
mann, curator at the Pompidou Center National 
Museum of Modern Art in Paris. It has been 
part of the museum’s collection since 1949.
Matisse painted the landscape, showing a 
building behind a wall, in 1898. The colors are 
vivid, the perspective a little unsettling as it leans 
left toward the viewer.
“ It is not an absolute masterpiece but it is sur­
prising,’’ said Schulmann in an interview. While 
looted artworks often have complex stories,“this 
one is particularly amazing,” he added.
Harry Fuld Jr. died in 1963 and for reasons 
unknown willed his estate to Ciisela Martin, a 
woman who has remained something of a mys­
tery m this saga. She in turn left her estate to the 
British charity when she died in Switzerland in 
1992, which explains why Magen David Adorn 
UK IS now getting the Matisse.
Glyn said they have not been able to deter­
mine the nature of the relationship between 
Fuld and Martin, why he left her his estate or 
why Martin in turn made Magen David Adorn 
the beneficiary of her will.
The Matisse is worth a “a good six-figure 
sum,” but will first be displayed in a museum,
come back. Some of the stuff is far more important 
than the Matisse.” ^
But trying to prove ownership, he added, “is a long, 
slow and expensive process.”
J F  T ilM A .S IA N  A S S O ciA T tn  P R ts s
Th is photo provided Monday Nov. 24, 2008 by the French 
('ulture Ministry shows the 1898 oil canvas “Paysage, le 
mur rose” (Landscape, the Pink Wall) by French painter 
Henri Matisse. This week, a charity that funds Israel’s medi­
cal rescue service will take delivery of a Henri Matisse oil 
painting that the Nazis stole from a rich German Jewish 
family and was kept by an SS officer who was responsible 
for delivering poison gas to Auschwitz and other extermina­
tion camps.
Sonnenberg
continued from page 5
Her father is brilliant, and is 
responsible for Sonnenberg’s love 
of books and writing, introduc­
ing her to the classics as a young 
child and exposing her to films. 
Although he never provided an 
adequate outlet in which she 
could confide,she still had a great 
loyalty towards him and as his 
condition with multiple sclero­
sis worsened, Sonnenberg could 
find solace in reading to him. 1 
found it interesting that through 
all of the dangerous situations, 
unpredictability, and sudden vio­
lent outbursts with her mother, 
Sonnenberg never tries to tell 
anyone (not even her father) that 
she intended to remove herself 
from Daphne. She never tries 
to excuse her mother’s behavior 
with a diagnosis either and al­
though Daphne spends time in 
a recovery institute, she is never 
quite labeled a drug addict in the 
memoir.
Never hesitating to own any 
room she is in. Daphne wafts 
through life on her charm, ma­
nipulating everyone in her path. 
Stringing along numerous hus­
bands to Sonnenberg’s dismay. 
Daphne exercises no self control.
As soon as one drug is not good 
enough, she switches to a new one, 
always maintaining her inhalation 
of growing amounts of coke.
We are strewn through Son­
nenberg’s childhood, boarding 
school years (where she has an il­
licit love affair with her professor) 
and adult years when she meets 
her saving grace, and future hus­
band, Christopher. All the while 
being told honestly of the frustra­
tions that go along with a mother 
like Daphne, as well as admitting 
that she still yearns for her atten­
tion through everything.
Sonnenberg changed all the 
names in the story, aside from her 
own and 1 think it was a fitting 
choice because although this is 
a story of a damaging youth, the 
author never completely makes 
us hate 1 )aphne. After everything, 
she still yearns for her mother’s 
companionship and approval, even 
though she becomes more and 
more distant throughout the sto­
ry.
“Her Last Death” is without 
question one of the most addict­
ing memoirs 1 h,ive ever read. 
Sonnenberg makes her story re- 
latable and accessible, while con­
sistently maintaining the mystery 
that IS 1 )aphne.
Next week’s read is “A Mercy” 
by Tom Morrison.
www.mustangdaily.net 
Always in color
Roses
continued from page 5
and Chinese characters in their 
postings about the album to skirt 
such monitoring.
Cdiina approves only limited 
numbers of foreign films and re­
cordings for distribution each year, 
partly due to political concerns but 
also to protect domestic producers.
Live performances are also 
closely regulated, with bands forced 
to submit set lists beforehand. The 
Rolling Stones were asked not to 
play several songs with suggestive 
lyrics during their 2006 ("hina 
debut, including “Brown Sugar,” 
’’Hoiiky Tonk Woman,” ’’Beast 
of Burden” and “Let’s Spend the 
Night Together.”
Earlier this year, bandleader 
Harry ('onnick Jr. was forced to 
make last-minute changes to his 
show in Shanghai because an old 
song list was mistakenly submit­
ted to (diinese authorities to se­
cure the performance permit for 
the concert. Authorities insisted he 
pl.iy the songs on the original list, 
even though his band did not have 
the music for them.
That came just a week after Ice­
landic linger Bjork embarrassed 
authorities by shouting “Tibet!” 
at the end of a Shanghai concert, 
prompting stricter vetting of for­
eign perform^TS.
Despite such restrictions, com­
puter file sharing and pirating of 
DVDs, computer games and music 
CDs is rampant m China, meaning 
that much banned material is avail­
able through alternative channels.
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Climate change summit 
caiis for thinking giobaiiy,
acting iocaiiy
Last week, (îovernor Schwarzenegger held an International 
Sunnnit on Climate ('hange. Cîovernors from 
Kansas, Illinois, Florida, Wisconsin and inter­
national representatives from ('hina, Indone­
sia, Brazil, Mexico, ('añada, India, European 
('ommission and the United Nations partici­
pated in a symbolic signing of a declaration to 
stop rainforest cutting in Indonesia and the Ama 
zon. This gathering was intended to prepare a 
roadmap for a global treaty on climafe change 
m Copenhagen, Denmark in Dec. 2009.
O f the 400 participants from around the 
world, 40 students attended, and two repre­
sented ('al Poly. I was invited as a representative 
of the Empower Poly Coalition, a group of sustain­
ability clubs on-campus that work to green cam 
pus curriculum, facilities operations 
and campus procurements. Tlie 
privilege of participating in 
this inHuential summit was 
met with feelings of ex­
citement and concern by 
what these global decision 
makers envision the 
future of capping 
carbon emissions 
to look like.
P re s id e n t-  
elect Barack 
Obama gave 
a surprise ad­
dress to the 
Summit via 
W e b c a s t ,  
pledging to 
v igo rously  
partic ipa te  
in discus­
sions at the 
global treaty.
What we 
can expect 
from his 
n a t i o n a l  
policy, as 
stated in the 
address is: 1) a Na­
tional cap and trade 
program. 2) creation 
of -5 million new green 
jobs, and .3) Fifteen 
billion dollars in 
annual investments 
to solar, wind and
biofuel. Tony Blair, former Prime Minister 
of the United Kingdom also addressed the delegation, 
noting that an international treaty was critical in dealing with an issue 
like climate change.
While our governor and our president-elect agree that establishing
incentives to reduce emissions is the best solution, my fellow 
constituents and 1 question that notion. The challenge with 
this policy is that cap-and-trade does not make emitters 
pay, it just gives them incentive to pollute less. 
Other systems, such as carbon taxing that es­
tablishes a price on emissions, are straight­
forward mechanisms for greenhouse gas re­
duction.
Unfortunately, my qualms are only in 
vain; the global regulatory community seems 
to be in consensus that cap and trade is the best 
system, so there is no point in complaining. Further, 
some greenhouse gas legislation is better than none at all.
Whatever shape next year’s global treaty takes it is cer­
tain that local communities will be the ones to take 
action and actually start cutting back on emissions. 
As it turns out the whole “think global and 
act locally” idea is really true.
So, as a global citizen, a 
student, and as a member of 
the San l.uis (Tbispo com­
munity 1 encourage you 
to get educated and 
involved in solv­
ing the cli­
mate crisis 
right here 
in San Luis 
O b i s p o .  
W i t h  
our city's 
greenhouse gas 
i n v e n t o r y 
near com­
pletion we 
are at the 
next step 
of identifying 
which paths 
we can take to 
. change San Luis 
* Obispo’s energy 
future.
On Dec. 3 at 7 
p.m. at the Steyn- 
berg (iallery, students 
and community mem­
bers will hear from newly 
elected city council mem­
bers Jan Marx and John Ash- 
bough about their plans to make 
San Luis Obispo a leader in the re­
newable energy economy in an Energy 
Town Hall meeting. You are all invited 
to participate and make your voice heard here 
in San Luis Obispo and maybe even across the pond in Co- 
p e n - hagen.
Nancy Cole is a Mustang Daily columnist, a city and rey^ ional planninjg senior
a cap-and-trade system that controls pollution by providing economic and the former vice-president of the Empower Poly Coalition.
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Guzzlin’ gas at $1.99
Nick O ’Malley
MASSAC Ht ' SKnS DAM \  COI I W ilAN , U l .  M A S S A riU lS K IT S )
So, when’s the revolution?
What, you don’t reineinher? It was only a tew 
months ago.
Hack when they were lingering at about $4, every­
one was up in .trins about the outrageous gas prices 
we were facing. Now, with prices going down, all of 
a sudden the coup d’etat over the gas giants seems to 
have vanished.
The Facebook groups to boycott pumping gas on 
a certain day or to put more efVort into alternatives 
fuels haven’t popped out since summertime. How 
strange.
Could it be that, now that gas is afTordable, going 
to the pump isn’t the travesty is used to be?
Let’s face it: It’s much easier to be up m arms about 
the oil industry making record profits when we’re 
paying $4 a gallon. Ex.xon Mobil’s $40.6 billion earn­
ings of earlier this year haven’t been mentioned for 
a while. But since we’re not paying what we used to, 
those profits don’t seem too bad.
According to American Automobile Associa­
tion, the national gas price average has dropped to 
$2.02 per gallon.The average has dropped below the 
$2 mark in 23 states and in Missouri, the prices are 
set at $1.73 per gallon. Suddenly, a gallon of gas has 
dropped to near the price of a half-gallon of milk.
In July, when prices soared to $4.11 per gallon, it 
seemed that everyone was prepared to do away with 
gasoline forever and change their driving habits. The 
Internet was littered with specific days that people 
were going out of their way to not pump gas and it 
seemed that everyone was looking into any alterna­
tive fuel that could come up with.
But now with the return of lower gas prices, we’ve 
returned to the gas-guzzling mentality that we once 
had. If America was really interested in ending its de­
pendency on foreign oil, then why are there constant 
commercials for trucks and SUVs that go over moun­
tains and pull freighter ships down highways? Because 
everyone obviously needs a car that gets 3.6 miles per 
gallon but can drive through a brick wall.
Perhaps it’s part of American 
culture that we require mon­
strous cars that barely fit into 
parking spaces at work (the 
concept of the muscle car comes 
ti) mind). But with Japanese and 
other foreign car industries fo­
cusing on hybrids and better 
fuel efficiency, American auto­
makers don't seem very inter­
ested in delving into that m.ir- 
ket.
Instead, the mdiistrv execu­
tives have taken their private 
jets to Washington m order to 
get a nice piece of the bailout 
pie. Though this would help 
millions of Americans keep 
their jobs and prevent the 
economy from taking another 
shot 1 1 1  the nuts, it’s inevitable, 
with the current mentality 
that’s present m America, that 
little long-term progress will
made.
It’s something bigger than the economy at work 
here. It’s a lack of adaptability and adjustments made 
in Detroit that has led to this problem.
Some people haven’t noticed, but fuel efficiency’s 
a pretty cool thing, doing longer between stops at 
the gas station helps out when a lot of people in this 
country are having problems making due financially. 
So what if your car looks sort of goofy?
It’s unfortunate, though. When gas was reaching 
ridiculous prices at the pump, people seemed ready 
to shun some of the prior tendencies of the American 
car industry. The Brii andVersae of the world were fi­
nally getting some legitimate recognition over F-350s 
and Hummers. Rumsfeld!
But now, it looks as though it’s time to head back 
to the Ford Explorer and stop carpooling, taking the 
bus or, dare 1 say it, walk places.
So, was all of that banter about changing the oil 
industry’s grip on American culture legitimate or just 
complaints over the high gas prices?
Regardless of the motives, the resistance to gas de­
pendence is a good thing for this country. The more 
effort that people put into alternative fuels and con­
servation of the ones that we have, the better.
Whether or not you believe in global warming, 
cooling, El Niño or the flying spaghetti monster, 
emissions from fossil fuels are not good for the envi­
ronment. The world isn’t necessarily heading toward 
a fate of raining sulfur or whatever that was in “The 
Day After Tomorrow,’’ but it’s not good.
Going beyond the financial, environmental, moral, 
international issues involved with the usage of fossil 
fuels for contemporary transportation is the fact that 
the issue of oil’s image being dictated almost solely 
on the prices at the pump.
High prices? We’re all looking at solar power. Low 
prices? I’m buying a Hummer, dude.
America’s addiction to oil needs to be quelled. But 
nobody’s going to care until prices go up again.
\ i ( k  O 'M dllcy is a coliniwist for the Masstuliusctts Daily  
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Thank you Bryor for your rebut­
tal to Balwm’s commentary. I had 
wished to sit down and write an ex­
pression of my own thoughts on this 
debate, and I find you have captured 
the issues eloquently. 1 wish we all 
could emph.isize that this is a mixed 
debate, with data from election d.iy 
showing that it w'as a slim majority 
voting for Bmp 8.This is still a huge 
choice for the rights of our fellow 
man and 1 am thankful we have the 
opportunity to fight for our beliefs
and the ones we love.
— iMurat Bloitibcrji
Response to letter to the editor "('.au't 
call sexuality a choice''
1 )espite being an eU v.ited senior, 
Ryan Moriartx’ has yet to learn 
how to make a cogent objection, 
much lessjustih his objection.
—  Scan
Response to letter to the editor 
"Ifiinorinij socioeconomic factors is naire"
And what percentage of income do 
the top 10 percent earn? You left 
out this fact.
— Anonymous
Response to letter to the editor 
“ ‘Uheral’ economic idans falsely hosed”
S O r i i i  'Ihe Mnstanii; Daily features 
select comments that are written in 
lesponse to articles posted online. Ihoimh 
not all the responses will I h ' printed, the 
Mustang Daily will print comments 
that are coherent and foster intelli\;ent 
disatssion on a ’^iirn siddect.
it’s you r turn
and
kmustangdaily.net
BARRIE MAGUIRE n e w s a r t
Will Bush pardon offi­
cials who used coercive 
interrogation tactics?
H annah Bloch-W ehba
DAII.S TEX A N , U . TEXAS
Recent reporting suggests that Bresident (ieorge W. Bush, m an 
attempt to cap ofl eight years of failed foreign-policy initiatives, may 
issue a blanket pardon to administration officials who participated in 
the formation and use of coercive interrogation tactics during the 
war on terrorism. Under the administration’s view of constitutional 
and international law, none of these acts were illegal. A presidential 
pardon would make it difficult to conduct domestic investigations 
and hold officials responsible for war crimes. Bush is just hoping that 
when the next administration crashes his party, it won’t notice the 
beer foaming up in the tulip bed.
In 2001, Bush administration officials determined that the Ge­
neva C!onventions did not apply to the conflict m Afghanistan and 
set about creating a new legal architecture for the war on terrorism. 
Since then, American prisons in Afghanistan, Iraq and (iuantananio 
B.iy, Chiba, have drawn international scrutiny for their treatment of 
prisoners. Although the administration has continually maintained 
that any violations of human rights were the work of “a few bad 
apples,” e.xecutive branch legal memoranda prove that this is untrue.
Bhihppe Sands, an international lawyer and scholar at University 
Chillege London, addressed this issue at Mond.iy’s joviallv named Hu­
man Rights Happy Hour. In his talk, sponsored by U T’s Rapoport 
(hmter tor Human Rights and Justice, Sands argued that a blanket 
pardon would tiraw the ire of international courts, possibly result­
ing in an international investigation. Imagine ifVice Bresident Dick 
Cdieney and former Attorney General Alberto (ionz.iles could never 
again travel abroad, lest they, like Augusto Bmochet, be snapped up 
by foreign police and charged with war crimes. (Incidentally, C'heney 
and Cionzales have recently been indicted m Willacy C'ounty, le.x- 
as, m connection with abuses at the immigration detention facility 
there.)
Trial in international court would be a deeply ironic form of 
comeuppance for officials who devoted eight years to avoiding the 
nation’s international legal obligations. But it would also be another 
mess. If Bush issued a pardon to all those involved with the interro­
gation procedures, he would effectively pardon himself. Breventing a 
full and lengthy domestic investigation, replete with criminal charges 
where necessary, would impinge on the nation’s ability to fully come 
to grips with the abuses of Abu (»hraib and Guantanamo. Instead, this 
fact-finding mission would be outsourced to someone else. Lawyers 
m Brussels and at the Hague might be tasked with charging our 
elected officials with crimes they committed on our soil — offenses 
against U.S. citizens as well as against the victims of torture and in­
definite detention.
I’ll bet a keg that on Jan. 19. 2009. Bush will issue his blanket par­
don and that two d.iys later, ex-admimstration employees w ill come 
forward with their own (now moot) accounts of the detention and 
interrogation decisitms. There have now been four Supreme C?oui t 
cases on the war, dozens of federal cases and hundreds of habeas 
corpus petitions Bresident-elect Barack Obama will decide whether 
the nation needs a new preventive detention law and new national 
security courts. Yet justice still hasn’t been served. M.iybe Obama’s 
message of change can successfully move the nation into the neces­
sary period of national healing — without the disruption of criminal 
investigations. But the nation can’t wait to find out who was respon­
sible for our historic abuses — and how we can prevent them from 
reoccurring.
Hannah Block- IVehha is a columnist for the Daily Texan at the University 
o f Texas. '
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Help Wanted
Brazen Si Corp. Welcomes You!! The Brazen Street Cor­
poration weleomes you to the beginning! The beginning of 
launehing a world wide global eompany that will be shared 
with the world. The first produets to be launehed are our high 
quality beverage lines: 1. The Tastiest Buzz 2. The Advanee 
Cola Series The company is design to provide opportunity 
to market and promote our beverage products. Please go to 
WWW. THETASTIESTBUZZ. COM for more information.
Reply to : sales@thelastiestbuzz.eo (347) 262-2434
Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
popailuirecomics ami i ' Dont; Bration 2008
\
Stop KING So 
JEALOUS, C/OoPSi WHAT oN 
EARTH WoUlP MAKE YOU THINK I’VE 
KEN HAVING AN AffAIR VVITH
Wolverine?
, /
/ i
Across
I Many fund­
raisers
6 Electrical coil 
inventor
I I  S(;atlle-to-Las 
Vegas dir
14 Oversleeper s 
need
15 Parolee, e g
16 All day s 
work
17P
20 ■ With a 
View"
21 Warren of the 
Supreme Court
22 PO
28 Future J .D ’s
29 It may be 
cupped or cuffed
30 Jazz sir>ger 
Lame
31 Kind of tea
35 Topeka hrs.
38 POL
41 Cries of pain
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Houses for Sale
Free List of Houses and 
Condos For Sale in SLO. Call 
Nelson Real Estate 546-19h0 
OR email steveCa^slohomes.com
Housing
2 hr 1 ba apt. kitch w/ fridge, 
stove, W /d. util paid. $1750/ 
ino. close to school.
(501 )837-0390
Travel
Vacation Rental in Cabo 
Christmas in Cabo, December 
15 thru 22 at Pueblo Bonito 
Rose. Only $100/ day. Check 
out the famous Cabo Wabo 
& Giggling Marlin for great 
nightlife. You will not be 
disappointed! 805-748-1191
Visit our website for a 
picture for! this ad!
Announcements
COWGIRL CHRISTMAS 
Nov. 29 lOA-SP 
Holiday Gift Show. 
4855 Moretti Canyon, 
SLO. #805-260-6529 for 
info. Jewelry, Purses, Art, 
Saddle Pads
Place your ad today! Visit 
www.mustangdaily.net/ 
classifieds
20%OFF
ail new fail clothing!
with this coupon
956 Higuera St.
I . . expires Dec. 4lh !
H ig h e r B iiyhack  
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have something to say?
m u s t a n g d a i l y o p i n i o n s @ g i n a  i l . c o m
Girls & Sports by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
r
N.
BRADLEY, THIS filRL 
SAID I  LOOK LIKE VAL 
KILMER FROM "TOP CIUN"
NO OFFENSE. MARSHALL?^ ^  
BUT SHOULDN'T YOU BE 
A LITTLE SUSPECT OF A . 
6IIRL WHO SAYS THAT? k
AND YOUR FRIEND \ AWW, 
LOOKS LIKE SHUCKS. 
ANTONIO BANDERAS / REALLY?
42 They may make 
you cry
43 • hardly 
believe it'"
44 , amas, amal
45 Contradict
46 POLK
53 Myanmar 
neighbor
54 Relatives of 
nieces
55 POLKA
62 Sugar Loaf 
Mountain site, 
briefly
63 Poppy product
64 Five o’clock 
shadow remover
65 Lingus
66 Impertinent
67 Space shuttle 
gasket
Down
1 It s dispensed 
from a hose
2 Remodeled 
Clay?
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C T 1 0 N
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K A T S
F H 0 U TH 0 R D E
E L T 0 N
S M A R T
3 Lenient
4 Public 
hangings’?
5 Dirty tricks on 
the campaign 
trail
6 50
7 Shower with 
praise
8 Dolt
9 Online chuckle
to-W heel of
Fortune-
purchase
11 Instrument 
played by 
George Harrison
12 Bergen dummy
13 Jumpir>g the gun
18 Suffix with ranch
19 Eye drop
22 Boxer Graziano, 
formally
23 Holiday visitor, 
maybe
24 #2’s
25 ’’The Time 
Machine” race
26 The squares of 
“three squares"
27 Event tor 
Cinderella
31 Making the 
dean’s list, e g
32 QB Manning
33 Sigma preceder
34 Big box
35 The four 
seasons, e g.
36 Where Rioja 
wine comes from
37 Doctrine
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46 47
53
55 J
67
165
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PuzzI« by Randall J. Hartman
39 Heavy volume 47 Jack of “The
40 Like a game 
heading into 
extra innings
44 Reply to “Are 
not!"
45 Champs-Elysees 
sight
46 Plant life
Great Dictator”
48 Helicopter part
49 City of Light
5 0  _______ T. Firefly,
Groucho's role in 
“Duck Soup-
51 Any Hatfield, to 
a McCoy
52 MapOuest 
quests?: Abbr.
56 Jackson and 
Derek
57 Air quality org
58 Driveway topper
59 Submachine gun
60 Dijon denial
61 Work unit
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 49 a minute; or. with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000  
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year). 
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
Buy one 
drink,
get second of equal 
or lesser value
50%”"
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Men’s water polo falls 
in championship round
Jennifer T itcom b
Ml S IA M . D A in
The Cal Poly men’s water polo 
chib team came tip short Nov. I(> 
at the National Clollegiate C-liib 
Water Polo C'hampionships in 
Athens, Ohit).
The Mustangs took second 
place, losing tt> Michigan State 1 5- 
13 in the final game.
“We scored 13 goals and that 
should always be enough to win,” 
Mustangs junmr driver Josh Mi.x 
said. "We just got some unlucky 
breaks and we just didn’t play de- 
lense as well as we should have.”
Last year, the Mustangs edged 
the Spartans for the title, 7-6 in 
overtime. This season, though, 
they tell 12-11 to Michigan State 
m September.
“We were struggling to keep up 
with them,” junior 2-meter Aaron 
Shilling said.
C’al Poly sophomore driver 
lirandon Ross scored a tourna­
ment-record eight goals in defeat.
“ He was basically keeping us 
1 1 1 the game,” added Shilling, who 
added two goals.
The Mustangs’ other scores 
came courtesy of senior 2-meters 
Daniel Harris and Kevin Hei- 
nichen, and freshman utility Jake 
Muir.
Junior goalkeeper C i^sey Ryan 
made six saves in the loss.
“We didn’t really adjust to their 
game play until it was kind t)f 
too late,” Mustangs senior driver 
Kurtis Wurster said. “They got a 
lot of lucky shots that went in that 
we couldn’t compensate for.”
Mix, Harris. Ross and Ryan all 
made the all-tournament team.
C’al Poly, which opened the 
tournament with a 13-7 win over 
Ohio on Nov. 14, before defeating 
1 )artmouth 10-5 and Arizona State 
8-3 Nov. 15, claimed the champi­
onship in 1999, 2001, 2002, 2005 
and 2007.
“(Not winning it this year) 
kind of fired us up for next year,” 
Wurster said.
Gardner
continued from ¡2
ing No. 12 Weber State (9-3) at 
t):05 p.ni. Saturday in Alex C. 
Spanos Stadium.
Prior to last week’s 33-26 
loss to Eastern Washington, the 
Wildcats’ only defeats came at 
the hands ot Football Bow l Sub­
division (l-A) Hawaii, 3f)-17 and 
Utah. .57-21.
“This IS not ‘coach speak’ — 
if w'e’re just being honest about 
what we see when we turn on 
the tape, there are a bunch of us 
that just have to do what we did 
on the last .30 snaps.” Ellerson 
said.“If you can do it for 30 snaps, 
why can’t you do it for 31 snaps? 
Because if you do, we win.”
luiitor’s note: l-or <i preview of the 
football team’s playoff t’ame a{;ainst 
lleber State, please see the Mustang 
Daily’s IVeh site at mustany’daily.cotti 
on I-riday morniny’.
Wrestling
continued from page 12
defeated by top-seeded Michael 
(diandler, also of Missouri, 5-1.
Four other Mustangs had 
strong finishes m Missouri: Joel 
Shaw (fourth at 165 pounds). 
Ryan DesRoches (fifth at 174), 
ITic Maklonado (sixth at 149) 
and Ryan Smith (sixth at 184).
C'ompeting unattached, Boris 
Novachkov won the 141-pound 
title and (ieoffrey Doss took the 
149-pound championship at the 
Cktl State Fullerton Open, also 
on Sunday.
Novachkov w'on his first
match with an 11-2 major de­
cision over Fony Denegall, shut 
out C'al State Fullerton’s Ar­
mando (ion/alez 2-0, took a 6-4 
decision from Elijah Nacita aiui 
defeated (kd State Fiillerton’s 
Feddy Astorga in the final 5-0.
After a pin in his first match, 
Doss recorded a 12-3 major 
decision over C’alvin Miller in 
round twi) and then an 11-2 
nuijor decision over Jarell Price. 
Doss proceeded to pin (ktl State 
Fullerton’s Nick Blackshaw en 
route to his championship vic­
tory over Tyler C!hang, 9-5.
The Mustangs will return to 
competition at the Las Vegas In­
vitational starting Dec 5.
SLOTOWN BARBER SHOP
$12 H A I R C U T S
Wed&Thurs 7am-5pm 
Tues, Fri 8;30am-Spm 
Saturday 6:30am-lpm
Mark Roetker U6\ taurel Lane 
805 .54 3 .9744  San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
5 u{do|ku
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8 7 2 6 4 3 9 5 1
9 3 1 8 7 5 6 2 4
6 4 9 3 5 7 1 8 2
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Applications available  
asi.caipoiy.edu  
o r
Student Government office 
U U 202
Applications due: 
November 25, 2008 
By 4:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY UNION 
ADVISORY BOARD
Representative needed tor 
College of Business
Join a student group 
that oversees ASI 
facilities, including:
• University Union
• Recreation Center
• Sports Complex
10 «bf (0*^94 asMSnXXNT GOVtINMtNT
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Kgim Mole 
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Cal Poly looks to continue historic run
m J
m m■•»f» m.-
m
JOSH AY1;r.S m u s t a n c : d a i i-y h l k  p h o t o  
Cal Polys Julian Alvarez. (11) dribbles against Cal State Fullerton on Oct. 1.
M U SIA N i. D A llY  S IAM Rl.POH I
Fresh ort'its first NC'A A Tourna­
ment win ever, the Chil Poly men’s 
soccer team will have an opportu­
nity to advance its historic season 
tonight.
The Mustangs, who topped 
UCTA 1-0 m the first round Fri­
day, will visit UC' Irvine at 7 to­
night.
C')n Oct. 22, ('al Poly battled 
then-No. 20 UC' Irvine to a l-I 
tie. The Anteaters’ Matt Murphy 
scored on a penalty kick with 50 
seconds left.
“ It’s going to be even more 
contested and even more com­
petitive — both teams realize it’s 
win-or-go-home,’’ Mustangs head 
coach Paul Holocher said.“They’re 
fill! of confidence as well. It’s just 
going to be a fierce battle.”
No. 7 UC" Irvine (14-1-6), the 
llig West regular season and tour­
nament champion, hasn’t lost in 10 
matches but is also playing in its 
first NC'AA Tournament.
Murphy leads the Anteaters with 
30 points on 11 goals and eight as­
sists. Spencer Thompson has added 
21 points and Irving Garcia 16.
All three were All-Big West
JOSH AV1:RS MUSTANt; IJAIIY h i t ; p h o t o
Cal Poly’s Mario Fernandez tries to gain position during a 2-0 win over 
UC Davis at Alex G. Spanos Stadium on Nov. 2.
C"onference First Team selections.
“They’re all very good drib­
blers,” Holocher said. “We have to 
do a very good job of containing 
those guys and knowing where 
they are at all times.”
Against the Bruins, Ryan An­
derson scored the lone goal for the 
Mustangs (11-5-6) on an assist from 
Julian Alvarez in the 2Hth minute.
“ It was a confidence-booster 
to get such a big win on the road 
against such a storied program,” 
Holocher said. “The guys know if 
we put together a good game plan 
and play intelligently, we can beat 
anybody.”
The winner of tonight’s match 
will advance to face either St.John’s 
or Boston on Saturday or Sunday.
mens®a
Mustangs finish 23rd at 
NCAA Championships
Ellerson: Loss not just Gardners fault
M l'S lA N t. D A llY  S IA II  KhPOHl
With two runners finishing in 
the top KK), the C'al Poly men’s 
cross country team took 23rd place 
with 513 points at the NC'AA 
C'hainpionships in Terre Haute, Ind. 
on Monday afternoon.
“ I thought that the team had a 
solid efiort today,” Mustangs head 
coach Mark C'onover said in a news 
release. “All in all, 1 think we ran a 
decent race.”
The Mustangs were led by junior 
Daniel Cionia’s 73rd-place effort, as 
he finished the course in 30:52.
Also in the top 100 for C'al Poly 
was junior Evan Anderson, who 
finished in 81st at 30:56.
Junior Joe Ciatel finished in
103rd place, coming in 10 seconds 
behind Anderson.
C'lregon senior Cialen Rupp 
won the individual championship 
in 29:04 — 22 seconds ahead of 
second-place Andrew Ledwith of 
Iona.
The Ducks, led by Rupp, easily 
won the team title with a total of 
93 points.
After finishing seventh in the 
NC'AA West Regional at Stanford. 
C3al Poly was voted as the 30th-best 
team in the nation in the United 
States Track & Field and C'ross 
Country’ Coaches Association poll.
Also scoring for C'al Poly were 
Troy Swier (117th, 31:14) and Carl 
Dargitz (139th, 31:30).
—  Scoit SiltvY
Novachkov brothers 
both win titles
MUSTANG DAllY  STAFF REPORT
C'al Poly wrestler Filip N o­
vachkov defeated No. 17 Ryan 
Prater of Illinois 9-8 in the cham­
pionship match of the 141-pound 
bracket at the Missouri Open on 
Sunday.
Novachkov won a 12-0 major 
decision in his first match over 
Indianapolis’ Irwin Matt. He also
pinned third-seeded Eric Graham 
in 1:09 and defeated No. 2 seed 
Justin Accordino 6-2.
Fellow Mustang Chase Pami, 
the third seed at 157 pounds, 
pinned No. 6 seed Ryan Moyer in 
5:32 before winning a 3-2 deci­
sion over Patrick Wright of Mis­
souri. In the final match, Pami was
see Wrestling, page 11
Donovan Aird
m u s t a n c ; DAll Y
Two days after his kicker drevs- 
national attention for missed kicks 
during a 36-35 loss to Wisconsin. 
C^ il Poly football head coach Rich 
Ellerson stressed Monday that 
there’s enough blame for the loss 
to go around.
Mustangs junior Andrew Gard­
ner missed three extra points Sat­
urday. The last miss came in over­
time. Wisconsin won by scoring a 
touchdown and adding an extra 
point on the next possession.
“If everybody wants to throw 
Andrew under the bus, we’re going 
to need a bigger bus,” Ellerson said. 
“Because there are a lot of people 
that need to be under the bus.”
e»i
■
ANDREW SANTOS-JOHNSON m u s t a n g  daily  
Cal Poly’s Andrew (Gardner takes 
the field on Saturday. He made 
141 o f 144 extra points prior to the 
game, when he was 2 for 5................
I )ating back to his senior year at 
Davis High.Ciardner had made 141 
of 144 e.xtra-point attempts enter­
ing the game.
Last year, he made a C'al Poly­
record 4n m a row en route to an 
All-Cireat West Conference second 
team selection.
While Ellerson didn’t absolve 
Gardner from the blisses in the 24- 
degree night, he emphasized that 
the rest of the kicking unit com­
mitted mistakes in protecting and 
snapping, as well. *
One of them seemed to come 
before Ciardner’s final miss.
With eight seconds left in regu­
lation, sophomore Jake West, the 
Mustangs’ kickoff specialist who 
also handles long-range field goals, 
was well short on a 46-yard field- 
goal try that would’ve broken the 
tie.
Ellerson said after the game, 
though, that the long snapper 
didn’t hear the snap count due to 
the noise of the C'amp Randall 
Stadium crowd of 80,709, resulting 
m West approaching the kick oft'- 
balance and double-clutching.
Ciardner made his only field- 
goal try of the game, a 35-yarder 
with 2:32 remaining in the third 
quarter.
“We have some other guys who 
are on,quote,‘first team,’and they’re 
going to have to demonstrate that 
they can do some things that they 
didn’t do the other night,” Ellerson 
said. “That’s not just one position. 
It’s not quite as stark in folks’ability 
to see those things. There are some 
other guys that are not having to 
suffer in public, but they’re suffer­
ing all the same.”
Saturd.iy’s liiss was reminiscent 
of the Mustangs’ only other defeat 
this season, 30-28 to Montana on 
Sept. 6, when Gardner was wide- 
left from 27 yards with 38 seconds 
left.
The week after, Ellerson opened 
up the spot for competition. In 
practice, Ciardner and West each 
took tries from about 40 yards, 
while players gathered to simu­
late game environments by yelling, 
spraying water and throwing grass, 
and Ciardner kept the job by being 
more consistentiv accurate.
This season. Ciardner has made 
7 of 14 field-goal attempts — tied 
with six others for fifth-worst in 
the 123-team FCS. Last year, he 
was 6 of 8. His career long is 36 
yards.
“We’ll continue to make it 
competitive,” Ellerson said Monday, 
when Gardner was listed as the No. 
1 placekicker, ahead ofWest, on the 
team’s official depth chart.
Ciardner’s “beating himself up,” 
Ellerson said, but has the support 
of his teammates.
“He’s doing OK,” Ellerson add­
ed. “The guys are circling the wag­
ons around him. He’ll be fine.
“It’s a tough business,” Eller­
son said. “Everybody wants to be 
a kicker on Tuesday. Nobody wants 
to be out there when the wind’s 
blowing, it’s cold and there aR* a 
bunch of angry people after you.”
The Mustangs (8-2), ranked 
third in the Football Champion­
ship Subdivision (formerly Divi­
sion l-AA), could soon find them­
selves in another close game.
They open the playoffs by host-
see Gardner, page 11
